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• Internet Governance: European Commission position
• IANA Transition
• European Digital Single Market
• Global Internet Policy Observatory (GIPO)
• Next Generation Internet Initiative (NGI)
“Internet governance must make sure the internet remains a global, open and free space. A space where people enjoy the same rights as they do offline, and have the same degree of protection.”

Andrus Ansip

@Ansip_EU
#IGF2015
Internet: A common good for the benefit of humanity

Governance: How we use it - How it evolves.

Principles:

• Single, non-fragmented resource.
• Stable, secure and robust.
• Subject to the rule of law. Same rights, same degree of protection on-line and off-line.
• Multi-stakeholder model: Everyone involved should have a say.

Commission Communication on Internet Policy and Governance (2014)
Council Conclusions in Internet Governance (2014)
European Parliament Resolution on the mandate of the IGF (2015)
IANA Transition - Making Internet governance truly global

• A historic and highly symbolic step.
• The European Commission has long advocated it.
• The IANA contract has expired. ICANN's new bylaws are now in place.
• The beginning of a new phase:
  • Communities are now in charge. The multi-stakeholder model put to test. A shared accountability model.
  • A stronger voice for Europe. Strong presence in global fora.
  • Spanish IGF – European Dialog – Global IGF
Digital Single Market
Bringing down barriers to unlock online opportunities

- Digitalisation Industry
- European Cloud
- e-Government
- Standards
- Audio-visual services
- Geo-blocking
- Connectivity (Telecom)
- Copyright
- IPRs
Issues

Difficulty for governments and other stakeholders to keep pace with Internet developments
Global Internet Policy Observatory

Know your Internet

http://observatory.giponet.org/
Letter from ICANN CEO on Completion of IANA Transition Implementation Tasks

#ICANN advertising to promote #IANA transition via @DomainNameWire

American people OPPOSE IANA transition US internet controls of #ICANN root naming system.#MAGA #doma...
NEXT
GENERATION
INTERNET
Next Generation Internet. Why?

Today's Internet

- "Primitive"
- Fragmented
- Concentration of power
- Security & privacy concerns

Future Internet

- Radically new functionalities
- An internet for the people

What will Europe do?
"It should offer more to people and to our society, providing better services and greater involvement and participation. It should be designed for humans, so that it can meet its full potential for society and economy and reflect the social and ethical values that we enjoy in our societies"
Scope and Size
Roadmap

- Consultation
- Vision
- Ecosystem

Study  Pilots  NGI

Foro Español de la Gobernanza de Internet

• Your discussions are important, indispensable for global decisions. *Part of the Multi-stakeholder process*

• Spanish IGF → EuroDIG → Global IGF

• Spain is very active. Congratulations!

• Europe has done well. It is heard.
NEXT GENERATION INTERNET
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Thanks!